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Washington Gas' Boiler/Furnace Pilot Program for the District of Columbia is a residential gas
conservation program. Energy' savings from the program are evaluated here using two regression
methodologies. One procedure used is the Princeton Scorekeeping Method (PRISM). Another method is
a general multivariate regression model where some restrictive assumptions are placed on the model
parameters; Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is then used to estimate the energy savings. The restricted
multivariate model can be easily estimated with most statistical software packages. However, for some
applications the implied parameter restrictions may not be justified. Energy savings estimated with
PRISM and the multivariate model are compared.

The PRISM analysis indicates that high-efficiency furnaces are fairly impressive energy savers.
efficiency furnaces show savings of 15.7 %; high-efficiency boilers show savings of 7.4%. Less efficient
heating equipment does not fare as well. Mid-efficiency furnaces saved 1.0%; boilers
saved 6.3 %. Only the estimates for the high-efficiency furnace participants are statistically different from
zero at the 10% level of significance.

The multivariate analysis results those of PRISM. High-efficiency furnaces show energy
of 15.2%; high-efficiency boilers saved 8.9%. Mid-efficiency heating shows no energy
savings; energy usage increased after installation. Mid-efficiency furnaces used 8.8% more
energy. and mid-efficiency boilers used 1.9% more energy. the estimates for the high-efficiency
furnaces and high-efficiency boilers are statistically different from zero at the 10% level of l.;JAjlW,;II....IU..II.J1.V"'-IILAV""'.

Introduction

W3lsmn21ton Gas is under District
of Columbia Public Service Commission PSC) Order
No. 8974 to cost effective Demand Side
Management (DSM) programs in order to test the options
available to reach pre-specified conservation goals. Order
No. 8974 established a collaborative
within a Least Cost to facilitate
Washington Gas' development, Im'ple:me~nUiUC)n and test~g

of programs. The consists of DC PSC
staff, Office of staff and D.C.

Office staff. This Group meets
'lr&l>n'HI~,1t"~"iT to discuss activities .and provide input
to the development of such activities as program
evaluation. The efforts to date reflect this

The work contained in this paper has resulted from the
Im'pleme;nt2Ltlo'D of a collaborative process, continues to be
discussed and win be a part of Washington Gas' 1992
l.east Cost Plan based on further input from the Working

Washington Gas' Boiler/Furnace Pilot for the
District of Columbia is a residential gas conservation
program. savings from the program are evaluated
here using two regression methodologies. Qne pr()Ce,QUlre
used is the Princeton Scorekeeping Method
Another method is a general multivariate re12~re~;Slc~n

where some restrictive assumptions are on the
model parameters; Ordinary Least Squares (DLS) is then
used to estimate the energy savingse The restricted
multivariate model can be easily estimated with most
statistical software packages. However, for some applica
tions the implied parameter' restrictions may not be
ju~tified. Energy savings estimated with PRISM and the
multivariate model are compared.

The Boiler/Furnace Replacement
Pilot Program

The Boiler/Furnace Pilot 1II.Jl'1t"f"\C'f1"Q1"It'e

$540 cash incentive for the installation of a 1k ... """h __ "",i1-h,...... o.'>l"'Jii"b'llT
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PRISM to weather-normalize
with the estimation of an

to the
nOll-·p;art).cl1J~ant:s" .....·'... "'7.. ·'''''' ........ are defined as

usedThe
energy
eCHlatlLon of the form

Weather-normalized for DSM programs can be
estimated the Princeton Scorekeeping Method

re~~re~;Slc~n method by the Princeton
Center for and Environmental Studies. This
tecJtmlJ(1Ue is described in Fels 1986 and in Goldberg and
Pels 1986. PRISM has been used by 1986 to
estimate season of houses heated
natural gas; Stram and Pels 1986 estimated energy
of houses heated and cooled

Savings=(yp(pre)-yp(post»)
-(ynp(pre)-ynp(post»

ollection of nalysis for
the oiler/Furnace rogra

+ furnace or a
boiler. Under certain a

incentive will be for a furnace rated 80%-89%
AFUE" Low-income customers are for assistance
with interest incurred in the of the new
boiler or furnace.

Co:nSLlmi)t!C)n data for District of Columbia Boiler/Furnace
R acement Pilot was collected
from Gas records. This
included all who had
eCH.l1PJmellt installed on or before December 1, 1990" A

was defmed for each as the twelve
to the month of the
was defined as the twelve months after the

installation month. The actual month of installation was
deleted. from the data.

in
indicates

the value in

+

(1)

) :::

and

m = a month index.
i = a pre and index.
j = a customer index.
k = a index.

where

PRISM differs from other weather-normalization proce

dures in that is treated· as a variable rather than a

COIllStaJt1t such as 65°P The and

Pij can be estimated from the M observed
energy customer j in i,
standard for any assumed value of

A definition of variables and
Table 1. The n + n on the term

that the value of this term be set to zero
PaJrenthe;ses is ne~~anve.

either
DalrtlclDBltlOifi or

were

to Estimate Energy
eating usto ers

sing
avings of

in the Boiler/Furnace program were
divided into low and non-low income A

aesllgrlatex:t as low income if certified
Office to be for
Assistance All

vJJU:.':.lUJa\.# for assistance were as

A

case, energy

is often used. when
estnn~itlrHZ energy achieved DSM ronT'~~~'lIl,",1~~'1n1n

programs. This of'lln·~"'it'Iln~?"'1ll::!n1n can take one of three forms.
compare DSM program energy

before program to their
after the program. In this

are defined. as

pSJ"tlCJIPWrlts' energy Co.llsumJ:~tloln in the
control group of

the same
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Once the have been estUDJate4Cl~ the normalized
annual energy for customer j and

i can be estimated from

have a database of such customerse l'.h(~re:rore~ it win not
be to a true measure of free ndershro herea

365
ultivariate egression
as sage

A researcher may be interested in getting
estimates of energy savings for a DSM programe How
ever, in the beginning months of a program there
may not be enough monthly observations in the post
period to use PRISMe In this case, a simple multivariate
regression (MVR) model could provide a useful prelimi
nary estimatea The disadvantage is that some restrictive
assumptions on the parameters of the model are neces
sary, but these restrictions may not be justified for all

programs a For this reason it is to carefully
state what restrictive assumptions are being made. One
possible set of simplifying restrictive assumptions for a
Boiler/Furnace program are "ore;seIllted
below~

is the total number of

year relative to the reference

year the average weather

for a.

Given values for and
attributed to a DSM program can
of the three discussed abovee

The nature of the Boiler/Furnace program makes the
selection of a control group An ideal control
group would consist of gas customers who

ecu.uPJmeJt1t in the absence of a rebate
programe Gas does not V~A.Jl.""1UUdl.
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A General MVR Model of as Usage in the
Pre Period

The following describes a model of the monthly gas
demanded by individual heating customers during the six
primary heating season months of October through March.
The model only considers the six heating season months
because, unlike P~SM, it assumes a reference tempera
ture of 65°P. By modeling only the mo~.ths when heating
degree days are greater than zero, the biases caused by
specifying an incorrect reference temperature and using
OLS rather than Non-linear Least Squares will be
minimized. Let the monthly gas demand for customer j in
a given heating season month m in the period before
joining a pilot'program be given by

6 n

Ymlj= (X m1j I m,mlj +
m=l j=l

period, pmlj is the effect of weather on gas demand in

the pre period for customer j and month m, and Em1j is
a random error term for customer j and month m in the

pre period. The term X m1j( 'tmlj ) represents heating
degree days and is based on the break-even or reference

tem~erature 'tmlj. For many applications this reference

temperature 'tmlj is taken asa constant of 65°F.

Equation (3) is known as a "fixed. effects" regression

model since the intercept terms lXmlj are constant or
fixed for a given customer and given month in the pre
period. The underlying assumption of this model is that

base gas usage represented by the intercept term C(,mlj for
each customer in month m in the pre period depends on
unobserved exogenous factors. Since there are 6n
intercept terms in Equation (3), the assumption is that

base gas usage lXmlj is not only different for each of the
n customers, but for a given customer is also different in
each of the 6 months.

and (3)

General VR Model
Post Period

as Usage in the

Let the level of gas demand for customer j in a
given heating season month m in the after joining
a program be given by

where all variables and par'amete:rs are defined in Table 1
and

6 n

Ym2j=E E Cl m2j I m,m2j +
m=l j=l

j $ • $ ,U (custome:rs).

(4)and

where all variables are as previously defined and the
subscript 2 refers to the post period.

Placing Some Restrictions on the
Parameters

Since the parameters of Equations (3) and (4) have month
and pre/post period subscripts, even if heating degree days
are the same in two different months, gas demand is dif
ferent for each individual in each month and in each
period. There are several reasons why this might occur.
For example, the efficiency of appliances may deteriorate
over time or the intensity of use might vary from month

eCllmtllon is to PRISM that base usage
, the effect of weather on gas usage

and the reference
are to be different in each of the six months..
difference in the reference temperature over time would
occur if inside temperature setting of the house varied
from month to month, or if the intrinsic gains from
occupants, appliances and the sun varied from month to
month. For the holiday season of
November and December the indoor temperature setting of
the house be to accommodate guests and

increases

In (3) Ymlj is the average daily use in the pre
for customer j in' month m, Xmlj is the average
degree days influencing customer j in month m in

the pre period, am1j is the intercept or "base gas usage"

for customer j if Xmlj( 1:mlj) = 0 for month m in the pre

4" 172 - Olson and Trost



to month. Of course, this is an over-parameterization of
gas demand. Unless something is known about the values
of the parameters in Equations (3) and (4), this equation
will not be useful for estimating the energy savings from a
DSM program. The only alternative is to place some
meaningful restrictions on these parameters. One possible
set of restrictions are those made by PRISM. 1)1ese
restrictions are: (a) Base usage is constant over time for
any given customer and period.. (b) The reference tem
peratures do not vary over time for any given customer
and period.. (c) The effect of weather on gas demand does
not vary over time for any given customer or period.
These three restrictions may be written for all m,i,j as

than 0 for all observations since only winter months are
used in the estimation. Combining restrictions (a) and (b),
these restrictions can be written as

2. ~ .. =6 5°F for all m,i,j
m1.J

5. Xmij (,; ij) > 0 for all m,i,j ..

Placing these five restrictions on the parameters of Equa
tions (3) and (4) yields the following simple multiple
regression model

Putting the above three restrictions on the parameters of
Equations (3) and (4) yields the PRISM model given by

n

Ymlj=L CX j I m1j +(31Xmlj (65°F) +Em1j
j=l

(3b)

n

y mlj=L ex lj I mlj +~ ljXm1j ( 1: lj) +€mlj
j=l

and

(3a)

and

n

Ym2j= (XjIm2j +P2Xm2j (65°F) +€m2j
j=l

(4b)

n

Ym2j=L «2jIm2j +P2jXm2j (1: 2j ) +Em2j
j=l

(4a)
where all variables are as previously defined.

A Simple MVR Model to Estimate Savings

where ap= ~ 2 - ~ 1 and all other variables are defined in
Table I.

The ultimate goal of any pilot program evaluation is to
estimate the energy savings attributed to the program.
These savings can be estimated by combining heating
season equations (3b) and (4b) into one simple multi
variate regression model of the form

Ordinary least squares (DLS) win yield a consistent and

efficient estimate of the main parameter of interest a~ .
The savings per degree day from the pilot program are

measured as () ~.. The' expected sign of this coefficient is
negative.. If six months of winter data in both the pre and

(5)
n

= L tIjImij + P1Xmij (65°F) +
j=l

Ymij

PRISM estimates equations (3a) and (4a) separately with
non-linear least squares. A researcher may conduct a
paired-comparison t-test to test for the significance of
energy savings betw.een the pre and post period..

A multivariate regression model can be used to provide a
estimate of DSM savings while PRISM data is

being collected.. However, this will require some addi
tional restrictions on the parameters of Equations (3) and
(4) .. Consider the following six restrictions: (a) Base gas
usage is the same for each customer in the pre and post
periods. The replacement of a boiler or furnace should not
have any on base usage.. (b) Base usage is constant
over time for each customer. Although this ~ssumption is
not necessary for multivariate regression analysis, it

reduces the number of parameters to be estimated..
The reference temperature is constant for all customers

in the pre and post periods .at 65°P. (d) The effect of
weather on gas usage is constant for all customers in the

pre period at P1" (e) The effect of weather on gas usage
is constant for all customers in the post period at

< ~1. (f) Average heating degree days are greater

Evaluation of fJ Boiler/Furnace Replacement Pilot Program"r4 Multivariate""" - 4,.173



post are used to estimate the model, the t-statistic

for the coefficient estimate 8 from the usual regression

package output will have 1 degrees of freedom and
win test the null nVi)otll1eSlS

High-efficiency furnaces show savings of 15 ~ 7 %; high
efficiency boilers show savings of 7~4%c Less efficient
heating equipment, however, does not fare as well. Mid
efficiency furnaces show savings of only 100%; mid
efficiency boilers show savings of 6~3%0 Only the
estimated energy savings for the high-efficiency furnace
part~cipants are statistically different from zero at the 10%
level of significance"

Estimated avings for the oiler!
Furnace ilot Program

Table 3 presents the OLS estimates of equation (5). The

coefficient on the variable mit is an estimate of 0 ~ and
represents a measure of the in efficiency after
relJllaCID2 a boiler or furnace. Percent savings, given by
heating unit and are defined as

a

The results in Table 3 indicate that
furnaces show energy of 1502% and high-
ertlclc~nc~v boilers show of 809%.
heating equipment shows no energy savings; energy usage

increased after installation~ Mid-efficiency
furnaces used 8 G 8% more energy and
boilers used 1"9 % more energy 0 The estimated energy

for the furnace and h'll.n,k~,::;~·m-+1I,""''lI0l'1''lO''''''3:1

statlSilcaLlly different from zero
l,;IlA!8.;UJU.Jll1Vu..a..Il..VV$ The energy use increases

are not sta
different from zero at the 10% level offrom PRISM were calculated

There were 67 partic~pants in the Boiler/Furnace
program with sufficient data for

evaluation at the time this work was initiated~ Of these
15 24

mid-
furnaces and 25

boilers~ Since energy on the
ao1'"i"1,..,,1I.:ll>1i"'iIr".'tl of the new boiler or furnace relative to the one
that was were estimated for
each of these groupsG
estimated with PRISM and with the multivariate re12~re~;Slc~n

The mean energy
from

onclusions

The results also indicate that low income
may have had or ma,aecillate

in to joining the Boiler/Furnace
Ke:plalcelneltlt p:rog~rarn. These when examined

often showed very substantial: increases in
energy usage after installation of the new heating

Wa.srunglton Gas is a
"non-saver" to determine the factors that caused
these energy use increases for some

evidence that high-efficiency boilers
and furnaces have to cut heating energy use
dramatically. This benefits the Company as wen as the
customer as measured. by a cost-effectiveness test utilizing
the results of this

was used to see if these mean
from zero $ Table 2

energy estimated
VU.A" 11>-!l.1VAfJ~&JI.)i"". Percent i:!l1l1 VJB"I~i:'lIM

and are defmed
divided by average NAC in the

The results from the PRISM of Boiler/Furnace
in ",['able 2 indicate that high-

furnaces are energy saversG

were
presents the mean and
with PRISM for each

u.nit
as average energy
year to program pattlC:1PatlOJU.

was estimated to be 1206 therms per year for
pUlrCh~ase]t"s of hi 1179 therms per
year for nnlC1-e!tl(~leIICV turnac~es.. 1366 therms per year for

"""'JI.&J...... .a. .....'JUl...... ., boilers and 1261 therms per
year for Pu]~ch:ase:rs 'M>''I!'lIr-lL_ai"i'·ll ...""o.'ll''Il",'![T boilers,
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